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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines the goals, concepts and current state of
development of Æther9, an experiment in collaborative realtime
storytelling through the use of networked video transmission.

1. PROJECT OVERVIEW
Initiated in May 2007 during a workshop at the Mapping Festival
in Geneva, Switzerland, Æther9 is a collaborative art project
exploring the field of realtime video transmission.

Developed by an international group of visual artists and
collectives working in 9 different locations (dissminated in
Europe, North and South America) and communicating solely
through the Internet, Æther9 intends to become a functional
framework for collaborative video performance.

Making use of available software protocols (extended html, Java,
Pure Data and Max/MSP [Puckette2002]), the system functions as
an open platform for participants of any technical level, to
transmit imagery in real-time and interact on the background of
structured narrative performances questioning the issues of
presence/absence, identity and intimacy in the context of the
electronic space.
An html web-page enables remote viewers to follow the
performance online and in real-time.

2. AGENDA
Following a first performative implementation of Æther9 that took
place the 3rd of may 2007, the people involved created a mailing
list where a number of issues where raised. For the upcoming
performances, the development will focus on :
- Moving to open source platforms (migrating the software
environment from Max/MSP to PureData).
- Meeting the performers desires in terms of user interface,
fluidity of the streaming process and stability and economy of the
patch.
- Improving the html remote viewer interface for a more

subjective and customizable viewing experience.
- Developping a performance script which integrates
dramaturgical elements linked to the constraints of working with a
delocalized group in order to develop a video performance that
reaches far beyond the technological orgasm that often justifies
remote video transmissions.
- Emphasize the concepts of “I” as a participant viewing or
performing, and the connected “You”, ending with the complex
and ever evolving “Other” resulting from the unique international
system.

Figure 1. Six-frame version of the html viewer interface.
Screenshot taken during rehearsal session, May 10 2007.

3. PERSPECTIVES
Inspired by such precedents in 'teleperformance' as 'Hole in Space'
(1980) [Arns2004], planetary network (1986 @ Venice Biennale),
Piazza Virtuale (1992 @ Dokumenta 9) [Marshal1993], the
participants worked together locally and with their delocalised
partners on the theme of Æther.

Æther was a term coined by the Greeks to designate the
atmosphere of the Gods. It was later thought of as a substance
and/or a medium, of which the existence and function is
scientifically undefined. A common example of its scientific
application is the 19th century hypothesis of "luminiferous æther"
(light-bearing æther), defining it as the medium for the
propagation of light. Nowadays, most hypotheses regarding æther
are denied by physicists. However, the word "ethernet" is derived

.



from the concept of æther, as it consists of computers
communicating over a shared coaxial cable acting as a broadcast
transmission medium.

Figure 2. First public performance at BAC (Bâtiment d’Art
Contemporain), Geneva, May 3 2007.

Æther as a medium, an utopian concept facilitating transmission
through the global atmosphere, will inspire the development of
narrative directives and rules which will guide the performance.
This will be viewable on location in Augsburg or online.

4. PERFORMERS

The current list of remote performers and their respective
locations:
Æther Collective Geneva - Alan Bogana, Daphne Dornbierer,
Alejo Duque, Oheun Lee, Manuel Schmalstieg, Ariane Teodoridis
(Switzerland)
Audrey Samson - ideacritik.com (Netherlands)
Christiaan Cruz - zurcnaaitsirhc.blogspot.com (USA)
cym - cym.net (Austria)
N3krozoft Group Brussels - Boris Kish, Chloé Cramer (Belgium)
Nathalie Fougeras - nathaliefougeras.org/Liens2 (France)
Paula Vélez (Colombia)
The League of Imaginary Scientists - imaginaryscience.org (USA)
Yoann Trellu - keyframed.org (Germany)
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